In this article, we present a modified constant-geometry based signal flow graph for memory-based real-valued fast Fourier transform architecture. Without an extra permutation, the corresponding address scheme solves the memory conflict and achieves continuous-flow operation with the minimal memory and computation cycles requirement when compared to the state-of-the-art designs. Besides, the address scheme meets the constraint of in-place operation, concurrent I/O, normal-order I/O, variable size, and parallel processing. The experimental results demonstrate the resource and frequency efficiency of the proposed address scheme.
Introduction
Fast Fourier transform (FFT) is a most widely used algorithm. Most FFT architectures are optimized for complex signals, marking as CFFT architectures. Recently, real-valued FFT (RFFT) has been researched as many physical signals are real-valued, such as electrocardiogram and electroencephalograph in biomedical applications [1, 2] . When the inputs are real, approximately half of the computations are redundant. Thus, a dedicated RFFT architecture can save more resources.
The FFT architectures can be categorized into two types: pipelined and memory-based architectures. By employing separate processing elements (PEs) at each stage, the pipelined architectures achieve a high throughput but consume more hardware resources. On the contrary, the memory-based architectures reuse the PEs throughout all the stages, which will be resource-efficient for large-size RFFT computations. In this article, we focus on achieving a conflict-free access scheme for the memory-based normal-ordered I/O RFFT architecture.
A continuous-flow strategy means the processor handles each frame input without waiting cycles. To achieve a continuous-flow N-point FFT architecture, three types of storages are needed: N-word input buffers, N-word output re-ordering buffers, and N-word intermediate results buffers [3] . However, the input and output buffers can be merged by using the concurrent I/O strategy, which means the inputs are written to the bank addresses where the outputs have just been read out, thus achieving totally 2N minimal memory requirement. The authors of [4, 5] do not take continuous-flow operation into consideration. They have a scrambled output order, which is different from the bit-reversal one [6] and makes it difficult to realize concurrent I/O. Therefore, they need totally 3N memories to achieve continuous-flow and an extra permutation circuit to get the output in normal order. The author of [7] achieves continuous-flow operation and saves the N-word output buffers. However they do not solve the bank-conflict problem within the address scheme. Instead, they use an extra permutation that consumes extra computation cycles and resources.
In this article, we develop a novel RFFT signal flow graph, which is based on a modified constant geometry architecture [8] . The topological structure, which defines the locations of the data and the PEs, is different from prior RFFT architectures [4, 5, 7] . With this topological structure, the permutation between stages has a uniform representation, which makes it easy to conquer the address mismatch between stages and frames, thus achieving in-place operation and concurrent I/O without the extra permutation. Theoretically, the corresponding address mapping scheme achieves continuous-flow with the 2N minimal memory requirement and the minimal computation cycles. Besides, as it is detrimental to increase the working frequency to meet real-time requirement in low-power or high-throughput applications, the address scheme also includes parallel-processing.
The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the proposed signal flow graph. In Section 3, the proposed architecture is detailed. In Section 4, we compare the proposed design with prior works. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 5.
Proposed Signal Flow Graph
For an N-point discrete Fourier transform, let x represent the input signal; then, the output spectrum X can be calculated as X(k) = ∑ N−1 m=0 x(m) × W mk N , in which k = 0, 1, · · · , N − 1, W N = e −2jπ/N . When the input is real-valued, then the output X is conjugate symmetric: X(k) = X * (N − k). A conventional constant-geometry CFFT signal flow graph is illustrated in [8] . The constant geometry is realized with the perfect shuffle permutation. If we use an n-bit index a to mark the symbol at the present stage, then the output of the perfect shuffle permutation function f provides the index of the symbol in the next stage:
Our proposed RFFT signal flow graph is shown in Figure 1 . For an N(= 2 n )-point RFFT, N/2 radix-2 butterfly computations are needed at each stage. In Figure 1 , at each stage, the butterflies with the same index are combined into one computation of the proposed PE. The proposed topological structure is a modified version of conventional constant geometry. The topological structure of stage 1 is the same with Equation (1). From stage 2 to stage n − 2, the topological structure is constant. The corresponding permutation function is shown in Equation (2). In the (n − 1)th and the nth stages, identity permutation is applied to the topological structure. The dashed lines in the nth stage mean these elements need no computation. f 1 (a) = a 0 + a 1 2 1 + n−2 ∑ k=3 a k 2 k−1 +a 2 2 n−2 +a n−1 2 n−1 .
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As mentioned before, each PE handles 8 data in parallel. To maintain the corresponding topological structure of the signal flow graph, the corresponding address mapping scheme will adopt different interchange strategies of the PE output for the first stage, the [2, n − 2] stages and the [n − 1, n] stages, respectively. The address mapping scheme is designed to support continuous flow. To realize continuous-flow operation, if the previous input is stored in natural bit representation (NAT) , then the next frame uses the reversed bit representation (REV) and vice versa. The proposed REV mapping scheme is shown in Figure 2 .
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Proposed Architecture
The proposed radix-2 RFFT architecture is shown in Figure 3 . A memory-based RFFT architecture comprises three parts: memory, PE, and the address control module. For an N(= 2 n ) point RFFT, P (P = 2 p , p ≥ 0) PEs can be utilized in parallel. The 2N-word memories are divided equally into two memory groups to work in ping-pong mode. Each memory group is partitioned into
Each bank has a depth of N/B words. The B 2-port multiplexers are used to switch between the two memory groups or to switch between the PE outputs and the frame input. The B B-port multiplexers are used to reorder the B parallel-handled data before or after the PE computation. Through the whole duration, the B processed data should be mapped back to the locations where they were read from, which is called the in-place operation. Therefore, there exists problem of memory conflict. Thus, a conflict-free memory mapping scheme is needed. Meanwhile, the access scheme combined with specific PE need to be designed carefully to generalise the signal flow graph to any N. In the following, we will describe the proposed PE and the address mapping scheme.
. 
Proposed Address Mapping Scheme
The address mapping scheme includes the load/store schemes and the bank/row mapping formula. Firstly, load/store schemes are used at different stages to maintain the topological structure for any N and to realize normal-ordered I/O operation. Then the bank/row mapping formula is used to map the load/store indexes to realize the in-place and concurrent I/O.
The problem of traditional RFFT architecture is that their address mapping scheme exists bank conflict when considering normal order I/O and in-place operation even under the same parallelism with ours. Besides, their address mapping scheme did not consider the address mapping derivation between frames. In their implementation, they all need an extra permutation to adjust the frame output. Our derived address mapping scheme makes concurrent I/O conflict-free. Meanwhile, as the permutations between stages and frames appear periodically, the address mapping scheme is periodic. Thus the extra permutation can be avoided. In the following, we first demonstrate the load/store scheme including a generalisation of N and P. Then, based on the bank address mapping scheme and in-place constraint, we obtain the periodic presentation of the row address mapping scheme.
For an N-point RFFT, we use an (n − b)-bits counter c = {c n−b−1 , ..., c 1 , c 0 } to count the clock cycles in each stage. As mentioned before, we use a to represent the indices of each element. At first, we define a novel address mapping scheme modified from [8] as an initial condition:
in which, n−b ≥ 2 and ⊕ denotes bit-wise XOR operation. r(a) is the mapped row address for the first stage in the first frame, and m(a) is the mapped bank address in NAT representation.
Conflict-Free Property of the Bank Address Mapping Scheme
For each computation cycle, we use LD(i, k) and ST(i, k) to represent the ith operand of the kth PE and the ith result of the kth PE, respectively, where i = ∑ 2 m=0 i m 2 m and k = ∑ p−1 m=0 k m 2 m . Specifically, let C := c * 2 p + k. We conclude that there are four load/store modes as follows.
(1) In the first stage, each PE inputs 8 real data and outputs 4 real data and 2 complex data. We use Ti(a) to represent the time domain index of the ath element. For example, in Figure 1 , Ti(1) in stage 2 equals to 8. The strategy involves two steps.
Step 1 is to float the real outputs in the upper half and to sink the complex outputs in the below half. Step 2 is to arrange the output with odd Ti to locate below those with even Ti. The load/store scheme is given as below:
To avoid bank conflict, the following conditions should be satisfied if i 1 = i 2 , or k 1 = k 2 :
In Equation (5), the variation of i can be represented by LD 0 , LD n−2 and LD n−1 , where LD m is the mth bit of LD. Moreover, k can be represented by LD 1 , LD 2 , ...LD b−3 . According to Equation (4), LD 0 , LD 1 , LD 2 , ...LD b−3 , LD n−2 , and LD n−1 are mapped into the 0th to the (n − 1)th bit of m(LD) respectively. Therefore, the combinations of i and k are one-to-one mapped into m(LD). Therefore, Equation (7) can be satisfied. Equation (8) can also be proved to be true. Thus, the conflict-free property of the bank address mapping scheme is proved in the first stage.
(2) The 2nd to the (n − 2)th stages: we use s to mark the stage index. In these stages, the load/store scheme can be summarized into two types: type I switches four complex data and type II switches four real data and two complex data. Type I will adopt strategy the same with stage 1. Type II only adopt its second step. Using the two strategies, we can derive that PE computations satisfying (C < 2 n−1 & mod(C, 2 s−2 ) == 0) are of type I and the rest are of type II. Moreover, the constant geometry in the [2, n − 2] stages can be maintained for any N. In all, for s = [2, n − 2], the following loading/storing scheme is given in Algorithm 1. Similarly, the proposed load and store scheme can be proved to satisfy Equations (7) and (8), as all bits of i and k are mapped into divided bit-wise locations of the bank address. 
(3) The (n − 1)th stage: In this stage, symbols with the index L 1 = {a n−1 , a n−2 , ..., a w , 1, a w−2 , ..., a 1 , a 0 } and L 2 = {a n−1 , a n−2 , ..., a w , 1,ã w−2 , ...,ã 1 , a 0 } are managed in one computation and switched to obtain the frequency domain output in NAT order, where w = log 2 (C) and the tilde notation means negation operation. The load and store scheme is given in Algorithm 2. The variation of i and k can be represented by LD 0 , LD 1 , ..., LD b−2 , LD w+2 , where w + 2 ∈ [b − 1, n − 2]. The above b-bits are one-to-one mapped into the b−bits of m(LD) as shown in Equation (4) . Similar analysis can be applied to the store scheme. Therefore, bank conflicts can be avoided in the (n − 1)th stage.
(4) The nth stage and the I/O mode: In the nth stage, only the first two data are involved and the store indices equal the load indices. In the I/O mode, the NAT and the REV representations are used in turn. If the input data is mapped in the NAT order, the bank mapping scheme at each stage is the same with Equation (4). When the input is in the REV order, the bank mapping scheme should be bit-reverse symmetric to Equation (4), which is given in Equation (9) . Based on the symmetric property, the bank conflict in the I/O mode can be avoided.
Algorithm 2 Load and store scheme of the (n − 1)th stage
ST(i, k) = {C, i}; 5: else 6 :
Periodicity of the Row Address Mapping Scheme
The address mapping scheme can be implemented by multiplying a with a non-singular linear transform matrix T s, f [9, 10] . m
m is the mapped bank address generated by U b×n and r is the row address generated by V (n−b)×n . We use s and f to mark the stage index and the frame index, respectively. Specially, we consider s in the I/O mode to equal 0. Therefore, s ∈ [0, n]. U b×n is represented in Equations (4) and (9) , corresponding to the NAT and REV forms, respectively. Then, the initial row address mapping scheme is given in Equation (3). Using the two initial conditions and the in-place property, all row address mapping schemes can be calculated in the following recursion manner.
We bring in two assist matrices Z 0 and Z 1 based on the locations of each bit of c in ld in stage 1 and stage 2 : n − 2, respectively. Based on Equation (5), Z 0 = I n (b − 2 : n − 3, :). Similarly, Z 1 (= [In(b − 1 : n − 3, :); In(n − 1, :)] by concatenating the (b − 1)th to the (n − 3)th rows and the (n − 1)th row of I n , where I n is an n × n identity matrix. As shown in Figure 1 , three elementary permutation matrices Q 0 , Q 1 , and Q 2 can be used to describe the signal flow graph. We use Q 0 to define the bit-reverse permutation, Q 1 to define Equation (1), and Q 2 to define Equation (2) . The three matrices summarize the bit permutations between the load and the store duration. If the bit permutation is an identity transformation, then the address mapping transformation in the previous stage can be reused in the next stage. As (∏ 4 f =1 (Q 0 × (∏ n−2 t=2 Q 2 ) × Q 1 ) == I n , we obtain T s, f == T s, f +4 . Therefore, the row address appears as a periodic variation. The address mapping scheme is shown in Algorithm 3, where T 0,0 is defined using Equations (3) and (4). During implementation, the difference of the row address mapping scheme among stages and frames can be uniformed by an (n − b)-bit cycle shift register. Using this method, the row address mapping implementation can be simplified. Table 1 is an instance of the address mapping scheme, in which one PE is used. Thus, the bank address is of 3-bit width and the row address is of (n − 3)-bit width. The address mapping scheme is periodic with the frame index and the period is 4. The bank address scheme only needs two formulae (the NAT and REV representations), which is very common in continuous-flow operations. The (n − 3)-bit row address mapping scheme can be realized with a (n − 3)-bit cycle shift register b and some fixed bits of a. Compared with prior address mapping schemes [4, 5, 7] , the address mapping scheme is further controlled by a 2-bit frame index, which makes it a bit more complex. However, by considering the periodicity among the frames, the address mismatch between the input and output of the same frame is tolerated and the extra permutation is avoided. 
Algorithm 3 Address mapping transform algorithm
, s ). ror means cycle right shifting a[n − 2 : 2] by s bits and s * = min(s, n − 2). d = a 1 ⊕ a n−1 ⊕ b n−4 .
Processing Element
The proposed PE comprises two sub-PEs in parallel. As no extra permutation circuit is needed in our design, each sub-PE uses a normal architecture the same as that used in [5] , which is shown in Figure 4 . The multiplexers in the proposed pe are controlled by S 1 to bypass the complex multiplication when the twiddle factor equal to 1. And the complex multiplication is trivial in the (n − 1)th to the nth stage. 
Comparison
In this section, we compare the hardware complexity and computation cycles with prior memory-based architectures. The author of [4] presents a signal flow graph that only contains real-data path. Their PE handles four samples in parallel. Then [5] modifies the signal flow graph based on [4] and achieves time and resource efficiency. However, bank conflict occurs using their address scheme when considering concurrent I/O and normal-ordered I/O. Then [7] develops a continuous-flow memory-based RFFT architecture. However, their address mapping scheme still does not solve the bank conflicts. Instead, an extra permutation that needs a half stage computation time is brought in and extra RAMs and multiplexers are consumed. Table 2 compares the proposed architecture with prior works. It can be concluded that the proposed architecture supports continuous-flow operation with the minimal computation cycles and the minimal memory resources when considering the same parallelism. 
Computation Cycles N(log 2 N − 1)/B+1 N(log 2 N − 0.5)/B+1 N(log 2 N)/B+1 N(log 2 N−1)/B+1 When compared to [4, 5] , we meet the constraint of the minimal computation cycle and the minimal multiplexer requirement. However, both [4, 5] do not take continuous-flow and normal-order I/O into consideration. Their output order is scrambled, which is different from the normal order or the bit-reversal order, while each frame order in the our design is in normal-order. Using their method, if they consider normal-ordered I/O while still maintaining the in-place strategy, they need another N-word memories as the output buffer and an extra dedicated bit-reverse permutation circuit to reorder their frame output according to [3] . Therefore, 3N single-port memories are needed in their design when considering the same constraint, while 2N single-port memories are needed in our design.
Continuous Flow
When compared with [7] , N/2B computation cycles are saved. The time-reduced factor is calculated as 1/(2log 2 N−1+16/N). The factor is 6.64%, 4.76%, and 4.35% when N is 256, 2048, and 4096, respectively, which will be useful in time-critical applications [2] . We consider that a B-port multiplexer can be realized with (B − 1) 2-port multiplexers. When considering the hardware complexity, the (10 × 2 b−2 )-word memories and (6 × 2 b−1 ) 2-port multiplexers are saved when compared with [7] . Table 3 compares the synthesis results, which are obtained using ISE14.5 tool on a Xilinx Virtex-7 field-programmable gate array, i.e., XC7VX485T. As 8 datasets are handled in parallel, the 16 RAMs are used and each has a depth of N/8. The adders, subtracter, and multipliers are designed to use the same computation latency between our design and [7] . The synthesis results show our design outperforms the design in [7] . Although our address module is a bit more complex than [7] , the saving of the extra permutation circuit gains resource and frequency efficiency. 
